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William P. Campbell and Herbert A. Fisher, Jr.
Artists who bequeathed legacies of
enduring significance
by E. A. Smyk, Passaic County Historian and Honorary Life Trustee of the Society

Varrayisitorsof interesting
to Lambert Castle will not fail to be impressed with the
paintings exhibited on the museum’s third floor

and accolades. Fisher did not dip his brush in oil paint, or rent a
studio where his inspiration could ebb, flow, and take flight. They were
different, contrasting personalities, but nonetheless members of an
balcony. Impressionist in style, with firm brush stroke and equally
imaginative brotherhood linked by bonds of artistic expression.
vivid palette, they are the work of William P. Campbell (1943-1992),
Unlike Campbell, Fisher spent years of his life with a major
a Passaic postal employee who found joy and relaxation in creating
ambition in mind: to create pen and ink drawings of what remained
scenes inspired by the city’s urban landscape. He created over 200
of the area’s historic Dutch houses, old, solid dwellings that
paintings, an amazing achievement.
Herbert A. Fisher, Jr.,
were part and parcel of a long arc of history stretching back to
Like the historian who wishes to
a self-portrait.
Colonial days. Fisher, a high school
preserve the memory of the
teacher by profession, wanted to
past by means of descriptive
document these often picturesque
words and paragraphs,
brownstone and gambrel roof farmCampbell told a journalist
steads before they were wiped off the
that his aim was to capture
map for highway construction or real
images of Passaic on canestate development. He approached
vas, before the city changed.
the task with unflagging zeal, and with
(A succinct profile of Campthe conviction that he was undertakbell’s artistic endeavors was
ing something very worthwhile.
published in the January 2,
Why did Fisher choose Dutch
2018 edition of the Herald News.)
vernacular houses as the primary
What lies at the basis of such driving
subject of his artistic focus? Much of
creativity? Curiosity about life is one
the artist’s impetus can be traced to
element of the complex formula. Albert
his family heritage. Fisher’s mother,
Einstein, the great mathematician and
apostle of peace and humility, said Herbert A. Fisher’s sketch of the Old Dutch Reformed Church of Estelle Van Riper, was of Dutch
Acquackanonk, on River Drive, Passaic. The site has been occupied by
toward the end of his life, “I have no a house of prayer since 1702. The building seen here was constructed ancestry. He had traced the family’s
genealogy, discovering that his
special talents, I am only passionately in 1829. It was gutted by fire on March 16, 1931, and rebuilt.
progenitors included the “Van Ripers,
curious.” For Campbell, an artist (Courtesy of the Passaic Public Library, Fisher Collection of Colored Sketches)
Sipps, Van Houtens and Posts, Jersey Dutch families which were
influenced by mysticism and spiritualism, the creative impulse
among those who bought farms and settled Acquackanonk
took form and shape in the inner recesses of his sovereign
Township after the first Hollanders from Manhattan and Jersey City
imagination. In this sense, he shared an affinity with George Inness,
purchased the whole tri-city area, on March 28, 1679.” It is obvious
the nineteenth-century landscaper painter who lived for a time in
that the same kind of passionate curiosity which animated the
nearby Montclair. Perhaps the ultimate source of creativity will
often cloistered scholar flourished in Fisher as well.
always remain an impenetrable conundrum.
Born in Upper Montclair on July 17, 1907, Fisher was an infant
People are chiefly remembered by the works they leave behind,
when the family moved to Acquackanonk Township (Clifton), living
even if the recognition they once enjoyed drifts into obscurity. One
in what was known as the Van Driehl house. Eventually, the
such personality is Herbert Archibald Fisher, Jr. (1907-1977), an
artist who today is relatively unknown. Yet he and William Campbell
family relocated to Bloomfield. Fisher would continue living
share certain commonalities. Both had a passionate attachment
in Bloomfield until he relocated decades later to South Dakota.
to creative satisfactions, but did not attempt to earn their living as
During the many years he lived in the area, Fisher cultivated
commercial artists. Introspective men, they did not hunger for fame
an interest in architecture, genealogy and
Continued on page 3
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President’s Message
On behalf of the Officers and Trustees of the Passaic County Historical Society, I want to wish all
of our members, supporters, contributors and friends the very best for the New Year. This last year
the Society was incredibly busy with programs, both old and new. My most sincere thanks to our
officers (Linda Kaplanovich, Bob Hazekamp, Cathy Tonnon and Maria Carparelli) for all the work
they do for the Society.
As many of you are aware, our biggest fundraiser every year is the Holiday Boutique. From
preliminary figures, it appears this was our best year yet. Many thanks to our Boutique Manager,
Lorie Behr-Kotora, and the many volunteers and staff that made this month-long event so
successful. Special thanks to Maria Carparelli for being the editor, promoter, writer, etc. for the
Holiday Journal. A great job as always. Also, many thanks to our great staff (Curator/Director,
Heather Garside, Dorothy, Janet, Patrick, Boris and our docents Henrietta and Megan) that keeps
the Castle going in all kinds of weather, adversity, stuck elevators and on and on. Special thanks
to our gift shop volunteer manager, Lorraine Yurchak.
Our fame and good reputation must have preceded us as we were recently on the front page of
Record and the Herald News in an article covering the William P. Campbell art exhibit, currently on
exhibit on the Castle’s third floor. The headline “Art Fit for a Castle” was a great introduction.
I cannot thank enough our Trustees, past presidents, past officers, volunteers, contributors,
patrons of the arts and history of our County, and members of the Passaic County Board of Chosen
Freeholders for supporting the Lambert Castle Museum and the Passaic County Historical Society.
Let’s see what 2018 has in store for us!
Michael Rubin
President

New Exhibition: Urban/Rural
Landscapes of Passaic
by William P. Campbell
The newest temporary exhibition to grace the third floor of Lambert Castle is a display of the paintings of local artist William P. Campbell (1943-1992). Born in Paterson and residing/working in
Passaic, Campbell painted throughout his lifetime, experimenting with a variety of styles. Many of
the works currently on display demonstrate the strong influence of impressionist painters such as
Vincent Van Gogh and Claude Monet in style, subject and color choices.
While Campbell also painted portraits during his lifetime, this exhibition focuses on his portrayals
of Passaic County's landscapes, and particularly his fascination with the cityscape of Passaic. This
exhibition incorporates paintings spanning the artist's career. Many of the pieces reflect an interest
in how industry and urban development mingle with, and sometimes overwhelm, the natural beauty
of the Passaic River. The interplay between natural and man-made environments is a theme that
is woven throughout the exhibition.
The exhibition, which opened on December 13th 2017, will remain through March 25th, 2018.
The Historical Society is greatly indebted to the Campbell family who have lent these remarkable
works of art for the enjoyment of the museum’s visitors.

Henrietta Weiss, Head Docent
Megan Crosby, Docent
Jennifer Erwin, Docent
Patrick Byrnes
Library Research Specialist

Boris Von Faust
Digitization Specialist
Lambert Castle, a picturesque 1892 Victorian mansion
located on the Garret Mountain Reserve, is on the National
Register of Historic Places. The Castle is operated and
managed by the Passaic County Historical Society,
a not-for-profit 501(c) educational institution.

The opening reception for Rural/Urban Landscapes of Passaic
by William P. Campbell on December 14th, 2017.
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Curator Heather Garside at the opening reception with three of
William Campbell's children: Katrina, Chris and Bob.

Artists cont. from page 1
antiques, and the preparation served him well when he began
sketching the homes of early Dutch settlers.
After familiarizing himself with the site’s history, Fisher would
begin sketching the building in bold, black strokes, later adding
splotches of color to accent the work. He did not produce detailed,
precision-like drawings, but rather his impression of how the house
existed when he sketched it, or if it had vanished, the way it looked
in olden times. Historical research provided the basics. In a sketch
he produced of the historic Hamilton-Van Wagoner House, on Valley
Road, Clifton, Fisher depicted how it appeared in the 1920s. The
image came from the depths of his capacious memory. In this
instance, Fisher was a witness to history. He recalled that the
ancient farmhouse had an enclosed porch and solarium. In 1975,
he told an interviewer, “it was filled with all kinds of beautiful
flowers, summer and winter alike. I carry with me always the
memory of those huge geranium blooms.”
One wonders what other thoughts passed through his mind as
he stood before these landmark homesteads. He must have mused
about the original occupants — men, women and large broods of
children, the lives they led, the heartaches they endured, and
moments when the sound of bird and song brightened their
existence. People who worked the land shared certain cultural
similarities, a dawn-to-dusk lifestyle that required a hardy resilience.
Fisher probably thought of these stout-hearted settlers, and how
after a brisk autumn day spent laboring in the fields, looked forward
to unwinding before a fireplace blazing with warmth and hominess.
Although most people today do not have the foggiest memory of
Fisher, his work endures because of a generous gift made to the
Julius Forstmann Library in Passaic. On March 28, 1955, in
celebration of the 276th anniversary of Acquackanonk Purchase
(land that encompassed the present cities of Passaic, Clifton and
a portion of Paterson), Fisher presented to the library 212 colored
sketches, all organized in subdivisions corresponding to the five
parts of the patent: Menehenicke (Dundee) Island and the Point
Patent; Church Lots and Dock Lots; Acquackanonk Subdivision;
Gotham and Wessel Subdivision.
At the ceremony, Winthrop Watson, vice-president of the library
trustees, described Fisher as a “painter, historian, television scenic
designer and authority on seventeenth and eighteenth century
American architecture.” During World War II, Fisher had served
as an aerial photographer with the U.S. Eighth Army. He was also
working on a book for Rutgers University Press, Dutch Architecture
and Its influence in New Jersey.
The prevailing attitude toward historic buildings was much on his
mind. Fisher emphasized that he donated the collection in memory
of his mother, hoping it would serve to educate, inform, and help
prevent the destruction of these marvelous dwellings, which survived
two centuries. “My purpose in presenting these sketches to the
library,” he said, “is to help create interest in the remaining
houses that they may be preserved and restored.” He specifically
mentioned two fine houses in Bergen County that were saved from
extinction, the Demarest House in Demarest, and the Nathaniel
Kingsland place on Union Avenue in Rutherford, built ca. 1670.
(The latter was purchased by Fairleigh Dickinson College. It was
carefully restored and adapted for educational purposes.)
Marion C. Butterworth, then library director, gave an overview
of the collection, as well as a peek into Fisher’s methodology, in
de Halve Maen, publication of The Holland Society of New Jersey.

Butterworth pointed out how Fisher had spent more than twenty-five
years researching and resurrecting the history of the houses,
noting that “the sketches and accompanying descriptions have
been beautifully mounted and placed under glass as a permanent
display in the art room of the library. Included are sketches of every
house and landmark of which records could be found, that existed
during the Colonial period. Many of the sketches were made from
old descriptions alone.”
Sadly, Fisher’s apprehensions over the houses’ fate proved
more than justified. At the presentation ceremony, he pleaded that
“too many of these fine and old landmarks are being torn down
and destroyed.” In May 1966, when planning for Route 21 had
entered the construction stage, several of the Passaic dwellings
Fisher had sketched were in the line of the bulldozers. Thomas W.
Shear, the city’s chief librarian, publicly commented on the soon
to be demolished Stynmets-Sip-Muth House at 714 River Road.
It had occupied that spot, unmolested, since the 1690s. Fisher had
characterized it as “one of the finest examples of Dutch architecture,” but it was wishful thinking anyone could save the substantial,
thick walled building from being slashed to pieces.
Once plans have been established, highways are virtually
impossible to re-route. Properties are purchased, land is cleared,
and soon a ribbon of concrete has been cut through what once was
a neighborhood. Highways are equated with progress, but when one
ponders what happened to the ancient homesteads which made
way for Route 21; their ultimate destruction robbed the city of
a cluster of Colonial and pre-Revolutionary era landmarks. The
Stynmets House came crashing down, but fortunately, its age
burnished brownstone was salvaged for use in the construction of
a Spring House (used to store milk, butter and other foods) on the
property of the historic Dey Mansion in Wayne. Still, the bulldozing
of the house was a tragic occurrence. In the words of preservationist
Carl Feiss, the loss of structures important to a community’s memory
can “form a roster of our architectural dead.” It would be interesting
to determine how many of the Dutch houses Fisher researched and
sketched still survive. The dispassionate observer would find that
the majority are now just lamentable memories.
Fisher, a committed person, did not restrict his research activities
to only exploring ancient Passaic, Clifton and Paterson structures.
In 1961-62, he contributed a series of articles illustrated with
pen-and-ink drawings of historic buildings in Bloomfield. They were
published in the town’s local newspaper, the Independent Press.
Ten years later, Fisher was struck by tragic loss of his vision. In March
1973, he went totally blind, a cruel twist of fate for a man who had
used his talents to create pen-and-ink images of the area’s ever
dwindling Colonial-era heritage. Doctors despaired that he would
ever see again, but in October 1974, miraculously, vision returned
to his left eye. Fisher again resumed drawing, the absorbing quest
of a lifetime.
Life’s candle burned lower, but before it flickered out, Fisher
presented several of his more recent sketches to the City of Clifton
for exhibition at the Hamilton-Van Wagoner House Museum on Valley
Road. In September 1975, Herald-News Staff Writer Tom Sullivan,
in saluting Fisher’s achievements, wrote that “thanks to his concern
and artistic skills,” many of the area’s oldest homes could
disappear or face modernization, but “their memories will linger
on.” It was a just and fitting appraisal for a man who had given so
much, not for any personal gain or enrichment, but for the simple
Continued on page 4
pleasure of knowing he had made contributions
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on July 17, 1907: Tom Sullivan, “Classic Homes of New Jersey,” Herald News Magazine,
September 20, 1975 (hereafter cited as Sullivan, Classic Homes of New Jersey); (3) In a
sketch he produced of the historic Hamilton-Van Wagoner House: Ibid.,; (3) On March 28,
1955, in celebration of the 276th anniversary of the Acquackanonk Purchase: Catalogue of
the Fisher Collection of Colored Sketches (Passaic: Julius Forstmann Library, 1955), n.p.,
(hereafter cited as Fisher Catalogue) and Sullivan, Classic Homes of New Jersey; (3) At the
ceremony, Winthrop Watson: Fisher Art Collection; (3) My purpose in presenting these
sketches: Ibid.,; (3) He specifically mentioned two fine houses in Bergen County: Ibid., and
Clayton Hoagland, “Colonial Structure Houses University Classes,” de Halve Maen, The
Holland Society of New York (October 1959), 9; (3) Marion C. Butterworth gave an overview
of the collection: Marion C. Butterworth, “Passaic Library Gets Historic Collection,” de Halve
Maen, The Holland Society of New York (April 1955), 1, 13; (3) Sadly, Fisher’s apprehensions
over the houses’ fate: Fisher Art Collection; (3) Thomas W. Shear, the city’s chief librarian,
publicly commented: Thomas W. Shear, “Librarian Commends Park Board for Preserving
Steinmetz [sic] House,” Herald News, May 17, 1966; (3) It had occupied that spot,
unmolested, since the 1690s: Rosalie Fellows Bailey, Pre-Revolutionary Dutch Houses and
Families in Northern New Jersey and Southern New York (New York: William Morrow Company,
1936), 514-515, 559. Bailey produced this exhaustively researched, 612-page study for
the Holland Society of New York. She identified the family name as Stynmetz, not “Steinmetz.”
(3) Properties are purchased, land is cleared: Mauro Magarelli, “Stately Homes Razed in
‘60s for Route 21,” Herald News, September 30, 2002; (3) fortunately, its age burnished
brownstone was salvaged: Information on the construction of the Spring House from author’s
files; (3) In the words of preservationist Carl Feiss: Carl Feiss, “Our Lost Heritage” in With
Heritage So Rich, National Trust for Historic Preservation (Washington: the Preservation Press,
1983), 118; (3) In March 1973, he went totally blind: Sullivan, “Classic Homes of New Jersey”;
(3) In September 1975, Herald News Staff Writer Tom Sullivan: Ibid., (4) After residing in
Bloomfield for decades: Biographical data obtained on January 3, 2018 from Ancestry.com.

cont. from page 3

that would enlighten future generations. After residing in Bloomfield
for decades, Fisher found a new abode in Hot Springs, South
Dakota, a small city at the southern edge of the state’s famed Black
Hills. He died there on January 2, 1977, and was interred at the
Black Hills National Cemetery, the resting place of many World War
II warriors.
The Dutch language has a marvelous word that in essence, offers
a coda to what Herbert Fisher and William Campbell achieved
during their journey through life’s joys and tribulations. It is
duurzaam, relaxed sounding, with subtle shades of meaning.
It connotes something durable, firm, strong – and lasting.
References Consulted
[Numerals in parenthesis preceding citation corresponds to page number]
(1) the work of William Campbell, a Passaic postal employee: Richard Cowen, “Art fit for a
Castle, County Historical Society’s exhibit features former mail carrier’s portraits of Passaic,”
Herald News, January 2, 2018; (1) I have no special talents: Walter Isaacson, Einstein: His
Life and Universe (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2007), 548; (1) In this sense, he shared
an affinity with George Inness: Nicolai Cikovsky, Jr., George Inness (New York: Harry N. Abrams,
Inc., 1993), 15, 79, 107, 113, 116-117; (1) Unlike Campbell, Fisher spent years of his life
with a major ambition in mind: ”Fisher Hopes Art Collection May Save Colonial Buildings,”
Herald News, March 29, 1955 (hereafter cited as Fisher Art Collection); (1) Why did Fisher
choose Dutch vernacular houses as the primary subject: Ibid.,: (1) Born in Upper Montclair
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Calendar of Events
Visit lambertcastle.org for the most up-to-date event information.
February 7 Quarterly Meeting. Quarterly Meeting 7 p.m., at Lambert Castle. Business meeting of the Society followed by New Jersey’s Great
Wednesday War Monuments: A Legacy of Remembrance presented by historian-photographer Erik L. Burro. This presentation is a result of Burro’s
statewide photographic survey of monuments commemorating WWI. Through the medium of Burro’s photographs, the program provides
audience members with an introduction to the vast and varied catalog of the Garden State’s memorials commemorating the First
World War, including the monuments of Passaic County. The program is free admission and open to the public.
February 9 Valentine’s Day Masked Ball at Lambert Castle. 7 p.m.- 11 p.m. Don a mask and join us at Lambert Castle for some dancing. Light
Friday refreshment will be served. Cash Bar. Semi-formal attire requested. Tickets $25 per person. No one under twenty-one years will be admitted.
Reservations required. Call (973)247-0085 ext 201
February 10 Genealogy Club Meeting. 10 a.m. at Lambert Castle. Program: Ask the Questions-Informal Workshop. Are you just beginning, need
Saturday to organize your files, find different type of records, learn to utilized genealogy sites. Several stations will be setup around the room
for our seasoned genealogists to assist you with your questions.
February 10
Saturday
March 7
Wednesday

Make your own Victorian Valentine. 1 p.m.-4 p.m. at Lambert Castle. Join us at Lambert Castle on Valentine’s Day and make your own
Victorian style Valentine. Learn about early Valentine cards and the evolution of the holiday. Regular museum admission applies.
A Journey to China’s 5,000-Years-Old Civilization. 7pm at Lambert Castle. PCHS hosts Shen Yun for this discussion of traditional
Chinese culture and the impact it has on the world today. The presentation includes a Chinese Tea Tasting, where the audience can
savor a variety of authentic brewed Chinese teas. This program is free and open to the public.

March 10 Genealogy Club Meeting. 10 a.m. at Lambert Castle. Program: Floyd Eshbaugh: Illegitimate Son to a Deadbeat Dad. Lisa Ilowite is a
Saturday research scientist who has applied scientific research skills to genealogy for over 20 years. Lisa is a member of the DAR, First Families
of Western Pennsylvania and the International Black Sheep Society. Lisa will present a story that unfolded through her genealogy research.
March 24 Film Viewing/ Closing Reception: 7 p.m. at Lambert Castle. An Artist Working as a Letter Carrier – William P. Campbell. Join Katrina
Saturday Delmar as she presents her trans-generational experimental documentary film about her artist father William Campbell. A personal,
sometimes funny – sometimes heartbreaking film, it explores themes around art, failure, love, family, and class. Archival footage
blended with interviews with Campbell’s family, fellow painters and friends from his early beginnings at the Newark School of Fine
and Industrial Arts add color and perspective to this prolific working class artist’s story.
April 14 Genealogy Club Meeting. 10 a.m. at Lambert Castle. Program: Timelines: The Family Life Line. For almost 30 years, Sharon Hodges
Saturday has been a professional genealogist, author & teacher having lectured in NJ, NY, Md,VA & DC. She is a past grader for the National
Genealogical Society Home study course & a graduate of the National Institute for Genealogical Research. Sharon is a member of
numerous local & National Genealogy societies, on the Board of Governors of the Virginia Genealogical Society & past president of
Mt. Vernon (Virginia) Genealogical Society. Sharon will present how to create a timeline of an ancestor’s life through historical, social
& economic background. Timelines make it easy to see facts, relationships & missing information.
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What’s New in the Library
The following books were donated to the library:

The following books were purchased by the Passaic
County Historical Society Genealogy Club:

Living Stones: A History of the Catholic Church in the Diocese
of Paterson, by Raymond J Kupke. Living Stones tells the story of
the Paterson diocese by charting the growth of the Catholic
community in northwestern New Jersey from a handful of Bavarian
Catholics arriving in 1764 to a thriving diocese of over 350,000
Catholics from every nation on earth. This book not only commemorates the fiftieth anniversary of the Paterson diocese. It also allows
the people of the diocese to celebrate the more than two centuries
of Catholic life in northwestern New Jersey.

Climbing Your Family Tree: Online and off-Line Genealogy for Kids,
by Ira Wolfman. Climbing Your Family Tree teaches kids to track
down important family documents, including ships’ manifests,
naturalization papers, and birth, marriage, and death certificates;
create oral histories; make scrapbooks of photos, sayings, and
legends; and compile a family tree.
Paterson Great Falls: From Local Landmark to National Historical
Park, by Marcia Dente. The story of Paterson is the story of its
Great Falls. European settlers were awed by the natural wonder
that the Lenni-Lenape called Acquackanonk. Fulfilling Alexander
Hamilton's vision, the Falls fueled Paterson's development into the
leader of the nation's Industrial Revolution, powering mills and factories into the twentieth century.

Guns of Ringwood Manor, The Abram S. Hewitt Civil War
Firearms Collection, by Tom Riley. Guns of Ringwood Manor is a
full-color, 102-page book focused specifically on the 41 types of
rifles and muskets displayed in the Great Hall of Ringwood Manor
museum. It details Hewitt’s diverse collection representing domestic
and international firearms used by both the North and South
during the American Civil War.

Climbing the Rainbow: 28 Glimpses of Growing Up in Passaic,
by Bob Rosenthal. Climbing the Rainbow contains twenty-eight stories,
each written by a person who grew up or worked in the City of Passaic
at different times during the last ninety years. These authors are
representative of the many ethnic, racial and religious groups that
live peacefully side-by-side in this unique melting-pot city.

Nova Caesarea: A Cartographic Record of the Garden State
1666-1888, by John Delaney. This volume, issued for the 350th
anniversary (1664-2014) of the naming of New Jersey, reproduces
historic maps that both memorialize the past and orient the future.
Supporting the maps are illustrations from atlases and, where
possible, recent photographs of the same structures and areas for
the purpose of historical contrast.

Past and Promise: Lives of New Jersey Women, by the Women’s
Project of New Jersey. An investigation into the history of women
in New Jersey, this book provides portraits of women from many
walks of life, from the colonial period to the present. It contains
biographies of notable women whose lives and public contributions
have been especially significant.

For more details on these books or any other holdings in the library
you can contact our librarian at library@lambertcastle.org or call
(973)-247-0085 ex. 204.

Library Hours Extended

New Jersey Cemeteries and Tombstones: History in the Landscape,
by Richard F. Veit and Mark Nonestied. New Jersey Cemeteries and
Tombstones presents a culturally diverse account of New Jersey’s
historic burial places, to explain what cemeteries tell us about
people and the communities in which they lived.

The Passaic County Historical Society is happy to announce
that beginning the week of January 31st 2018, the Elizabeth
A. Beam Local History and Genealogy Library will be extending
its public open hours. Researchers can now access the library’s
resources Wednesday, Thursday and Friday (1pm-4pm or
12pm-4pm in the summer), as well as the 2nd and 4th
Saturday of every month (1pm-4pm or 12pm-4pm in the
summer). Please be advised that for use of the library, regular
museum admission applies for non-members.
Located in Lambert Castle, this library contains a vast array
of material relating to Passaic County history and genealogy.
The resources available to researchers include books, photographs, primary documents and newspaper collections.
For a list of some of the library’s holdings, visit
lambertcastle.org/findingaids/
If you plan to visit the library, an appointment is strongly
encouraged. For all inquires or to make an appointment,
please contact Research Specialist Patrick Byrnes at
library@lambertcastle.org or (973)247-0085 x 204. Be sure
to like and follow the Passaic County Historical Society on
Facebook for regular updates about all our activities.

Spoiled Silk: The Red Mayor and the Great Paterson Textile
Strike, by George William Shea. Spoiled Silk is the story of two
immigrants from the Rhineland, William Brueckmann and his wife
Katherine, who started a new life in America’s first industrial city,
Paterson NJ, nourishing a vision of their adopted country that was
never to be.
Great Estates of Ringwood. Award-winning photographer,
entrepreneur, and philanthropist Ken Carroll teamed with former
Ringwood, New Jersey historian Elbertus Prol to create an elegant,
140-page coffee table style book Great Estates of Ringwood. Large
images and historical facts offer a fascinating explanation of life
in Ringwood’s grand manors.
Small Town-Big Sacrifice, by Paul Chepurko. Small Town-Big
Sacrifice, is a collection of biographies on the lives and service
histories of Hawthorne and North Haledon community members,
who were lost in the line of duty. Chepurko’s biographies are the
product of extensive research and interviews, compiled into a
420-page book.
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Your Family Name
Was Not Changed at Ellis Island
By Annita Zalenski
agents and pursers required no special identification from
Between 1892 and 1954, over twelve million people entered
passengers and simply accepted the names the immigrants gave
the United States through Ellis Island. There is a myth that persists,
them. Immigrant inspectors [at Ellis Island] accepted these names
usually in family lore, that family names were changed as immias recorded in the ship's manifests and never altered them unless
grants entered the United States. It is often claimed that officials
persuaded that a mistake had been made in the spelling or
at Ellis Island, unfamiliar with the many languages and nationalities
rendering of the name. Nonetheless the original name was never
of the passengers, changed foreign sounding or unusual names.
entirely scratched out and remained legible” (p.176).
The truth is that inspectors were usually foreign-born immigrants
Some passengers may have changed their name in advance of
themselves and spoke several languages, so communication
migration but, more commonly, names were changed after they
problems were nearly non-existent. Ellis Island would even call
arrived in the United States. Some might change their name in
in temporary interpreters when necessary, to help translate for
order to make it sound less foreign, so as to fit in with the local
immigrants speaking the most obscure languages.
community such as “Bartoldt” to “Barton.” Others might translate
Vincent J. Cannato’s book American Passage: The History of
their surname to English, ie., “Ferrari” might become “Smith.”
Ellis Island explains why name changes did not happen: “…name
Some immigrant children had their
change stories are false. Names were
names changed by schoolteachers
not changed at Ellis Island. The proof
who couldn’t or wouldn’t pronounce
is found when one considers that
their names. In other cases, employinspectors never wrote down the
ers who were linguistically challenged
names of incoming immigrants. The
by foreign sounding names, might
only list of names came from the
assign the worker a simple English
manifests of steamships, filled out by
surname such as “Green” or “Brown.”
ship officials in Europe. In the era
In these cases, the worker’s paycheck
before visas, there was no official
was written out with the “new” surname.
record of entering immigrants except
Different branches of the same famthose manifests. When immigrants
ily might use different spellings of the
reached the end of the line in the
surname - or even different surnames
Great Hall, they stood before an
altogether. Also, it must be rememimmigration clerk with the huge
bered that people had the right to
manifest opened in front of him. The
change their names after arriving in
clerk then proceeded, usually through
the United States. No paperwork or
interpreters, to ask questions based
courts were involved.
on those found in the manifests. Their
As a general rule, today’s immigoal was to make sure that the
answers matched” (p.402).
grants do not feel that they must
The Encyclopedia of Ellis Island
change their name in order to fit in.
Interpreter and recorder interviewing newcomers,
states that employees of the
Fortunately, we live in more enlightEllis Island, New York, 1926.
steamship companies, “mostly ticket
ened times.
Digital Public Library of America
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Community Outreach
Efforts Continue

Internet
Research Tip
Use Boolean Searches

In 2017 our efforts to reach new audiences in our North Jersey
community continued. Our focus for many years has been to attract
young families to Lambert Castle, where they can learn about all
of the wonderful programs and opportunities we offer. Instilling in
children the importance of local history and understand remains
one of our top priorities in 2018.
Alongside several existing programs, such as the popular Make
your own Victorian Valentine workshop, the Harvest Festival and
the Gingerbread House Competition, 2017 saw the introduction
of a Kids’ Genealogy
Program and Fun and
Games Through Time.
Both programs were
designed for children
and can be adapted
for groups of all ages.
Either of these pro-

This sounds complicated, but it is not, and it is very effective.
It is a simple method for increasing the relevancy of results
in just about any database by using words or symbols to
refine your request (ie AND, OR or NOT).
The Colorado State University has a wonderful, fast tutorial
https://lib2.colostate.edu/tutorials/boolean.html
on how you can use boolean searches to help you
become a better researcher.
Example: Mary Sweft OR Swaft born 1847 NOT Swift

Passaic County Historical Society Genealogy Club
Presents It’s Newest Publication

THE FALLEN OF THE GREAT WAR

grams can also easily
be transformed into an
in-class experience.
This year’s school
trips grant program, now
in its third year, enabled
our staff to welcome
541 students to Lambert Castle with their 56 chaperons, completely subsidized. Coming
from eleven different schools in five different municipalities (including two outside of Passaic County), the program continues to
prove a success. The staff hope to see the number of students grow
in 2018, as the program has again received funding through the
generous support of the Passaic County Cultural and Heritage
Council from a general operating support grant from the New Jersey
Historical Commission, a division of the Department of State.

World War I Casulities from Passaic County
Every Soldier, Sailor, Marine,
and Red Cross Nurse who served
in World War I has a story worth
telling. This 200 page compilation is an attempt to identify
and pay homage to those from
Passaic County, who lost their
lives during the “War to End all
Wars.”

$15.00
plus $6.00 shipping (USA only).

Passaic County Historical Society
Genealogy Club

All Members are invited and encouraged to submit material for
publication in The Castle Genie. We will try to publish at least a portion
of everything we receive. Information is published as submitted
and has not been verified. Material will be printed as space permits.
When information is extracted from another publication, please
give proper credit.

Lambert Castle, Valley Road, Paterson, New Jersey 07503
(973) 247-0085
FAX (973) 881-9434
www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~njpchsgc/

OFFICERS
President ................................
Vice President ........................
Recording Secretary ................
Treasurer ..............................

Send material to:
Passaic County Historical Society Genealogy Club
Lambert Castle, 3 Valley Road, Paterson, New Jersey 07503

Annita Zalenski
Judi Bonzkowski
Michael Cervine
Marie Mahler

For Membership information, please contact the
PCHS office at 973-247-0085.
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Victorian Tea at
LambertCastle

April 27-29

Join us this Spring for our
Annual Victorian Tea
at Lambert Castle.
Seatings at 12 p.m. and 3 p.m. daily
with a musical performance.
Admission is $45. Reservations required. To reserve a seat call (973)247-0085 ext. 201

